tinctive feature of parody is irony or critical distance. 5 One might argue that Perl sometimes wrote ironic pastiche of h . asidic writing, targeting their flawed use of Hebrew for correspondence. Perl's literary accomplishment clearly depended on the prior h . asidic authors: although he initially imitated them to satirize them, their texts and distinctive Hebrew formed the necessary basis for his early parodies and later literary innovations.
This paper briefly discusses the key works of h . asidic narrative before turning to the critical reception of Perl's Hebrew. It shows how Perl's Megaleh temirin uses the h . asidic style creatively-both imitating and debunking. Finally, examples from the later novel by Perl, Boh . en z . adik (Test of the Righteous, 1838), illustrate the author's important steps beyond his h . asidic models. In that work he recombined the most effective features of mishnaic, medieval, and h . asidic-style Hebrew to forge some of the most natural-sounding Hebrew from the early nineteenth century.
The low Hebrew associated with many h . asidic texts is clearly at odds with prescribed Enlightenment norms. Instead of drawing primarily from the Hebrew of the Prophets or the complex style known from medieval Spain, h . asidic authors typically used a simpler, less ornate, mishnaic base. 6 That postbiblical simplicity applies to grammar, sentence structure, and vocabulary. 7 At a distance from the h . asidic writers, an atypical maskilic proponent of writing in a neo-mishnaic style was Mendel Lefin, who contributed to the modern use of a neo-mishnaic style. 8 For example, he retranslated Maimonides' Guide to the Perplexed into a simple, more readable Hebrew. : "Parody is, in another formulation, repetition with critical distance, which marks difference rather than similarity" (6); "Parody, then, in its ironic 'trans-contextualization' and inversion, is repetition with difference. A critical distance is implied between the backgrounded text being parodied and the new incorporating work, a distance usually signaled by irony" (32).
6. One notable exception is the first segment of Shivh . ei ha-Besht, which quotes and alludes to many biblical passages to give dignity to the Besht's simple origins.
7. Abba Bendavid's classic study Leshon mikra u-leshon h . akhamim (Tel Aviv: Dvir, 1967 ) analyzes the syntactical and semantic characteristics of mishnaic Hebrew. In the nineteenth century, one seminal model for writing in a mishnaic style was Maimonides' Mishneh Torah, whereas the Tibbonic translation of his Guide to the Perplexed epitomized one prominent ornate style of Hebrew writing in Spain. Beyond their reliance on mishnaic elements, the h . asidic authors wrote a Hebrew that remained close to the vocabulary and syntax of Yiddish, their spoken vernacular. 10 As is well known, for generations the seminal folktales about the founder of Hasidism were passed down orally in Yiddish. At the same time as the Hebrew publication of Shivh . ei ha-Besht lends it an aura of sanctity, the Hebrew style reflects its oral Yiddish sources.
11 Similarly, Nahman of Bratslav first told his Sippurei mayses in Yiddish, and they were subsequently recorded in Hebrew and Yiddish by Nahman's scribe, Nathan Sternharz.
12 Sternharz's narrative Hebrew style relies so heavily on the Hebrew component of Yiddish that it is readily accessible to Yiddish speakers.
H . asidic Hebrew around 1815 is epitomized by Nathan's publication of Nahman's stories. Even the fictional editor of Megaleh temirin, Ovadya, emphasizes the centrality of Nahman's stories in his preface.
13 Nathan Sternharz uses numerous Yiddish words and incorporates many Hebrew phrases and structures that are based on Yiddish usage. One idiosyncrasy that Perl especially parodies is the overuse of the words ÂÓˆÚ ˙ ‡ as a translation of the Yiddish reflexive ÍÈÊ. This is not as frequent as Perl suggests in his parodies, but the first tale of the Sippurei mayses provides some pertinent examples.
14 When a character needs to deliberate, we find the Hebrew haya meyashev az . mo, which translates from the Yiddish expression hot er zikh meyashev geven (2). 15 Then comes the phrase haya mez . aHer az . mo, also translated from a Yiddish phrase, hot er zikh zeyer metsaer geven (3 15. How did a verb meaning "to sit" come to mean "to ponder"? The closest thing to an ancient precedent for this usage is the Talmudic phrase yashav Gal ha-medokha, which means to ponder a problem, because it evokes the metaphor of sitting over a mortar and pestle to grind something up into a powder. See Even-Shoshan's Ha-milon he-h . adash (Jerusalem: Kiryat sefer, 1985), 2:632. This is analogous to the derivation of "to ruminate" from the literal meaning of the Latin verb ruminan, "to chew."
16. There are countless examples of the typical, Yiddish-based, h . asidic et az . mo. The editor who appended the paragraph at the end of Nathan's second preface to Sippurei mayses, for example, uses of Nahman's Sippurei mayses that Perl parodies is the use of glosses to explain less familiar Hebrew words. For example, at the start of "The Loss of the Princess," the wise man sees a mivz . ar, which is glossed by the parenthetical, Aramaic tinged words she-korin shlos. Explanatory Yiddish glosses also occur in Perl's writings, where they work both as parody and as aids to less educated readers.
At the end of his second preface to Sippurei mayses, Nathan Sternharz responds to contemporary criticisms and touches on his reason for using simple Hebrew. He apologizes for the lowly and even vulgar language (he calls it leshonot gasim) in the stories. 17 An editor of the 1850 edition-possibly Rabbi Nahman of Tulchin 18 -explains the reason for this: Nahman of Bratslav "told the tales in the Yiddish (leshon Ashkenaz) used in our land," and then Nathan "translated them into the Holy Tongue and deliberately lowered himself to a simple language-in order that the matter would not be changed for a person reading them in the Holy Tongue (leshon ha-kodesh)" (xiv). According to this explanation, then, the Yiddishized Hebrew is motivated by a wish to convey Nahman's Yiddish storytelling accurately in Hebrew. 19 Nathan Sternharz gives two examples, both based on Yiddish expressions: neGaseh brogez Galeiha-he became angry with her (in the parallel Yiddish version: iz af ir brogez gevorn, 1) and lakah . et Gaz . mo el ha-shtiah-he took to the bottle (in the parallel Yiddish: hot er zikh genumen tsum trunk, 119; the concern is linguistic; if the issue were shocking contents, the apology could have mentioned the next sentence, ve-halakh le-veit ha-zonot.) In any event, the preface to the second edition of Sippurei mayses acknowledges that the Hebrew might be considered substandard. But that lowly Hebrew, mimicking Yiddish, was justified by the desire to remain as close as possible to Nahman's own words-the Hebrew is supposed to sound like Yiddish.
In turn, following Nathan Sternharz's example, Perl used a low Hebrew to parody the h . asidic style of writing. The critical reception of Perl's work, in the early twentieth century, emphasized that the Hebrew of Megaleh temirin was "a barbarous jargon," 20 which enabled Perl to mock "the corrupt Hebrew of the Zaddikim."
21 According to Israel Davidson, "the nature of this style is that it pays no heed to grammar, mixes the Hebrew with Yiddish, Polish and Russian words indiscriminately, and gives many Yiddish idioms in a literal Hebrew translation." 22 Recently, Dov Taylor has agreed simply that "the Hebrew style of Perl's h . asidic characters is corrupt," and his translation of the book amply conveys this view. 23 In his rendering of Revealer of Secrets, the h . asidim write like illiterates and talk like ignoramuses.
We need to rehabilitate the allegedly "barbarous" Hebrew of Megaleh temirin-because the Hebrew of Perl's low-class characters made a seminal, enduring contribution to Judaic literature. Some critics have seen a line of development from Perl's Hebrew to the style of S. Y. Abramovitsh, 24 the "nusah . Mendele" that was championed by H. N. Bialik in 1910 -12.
25 But Abramovitsh-Mendele usually avoided the Hebrew style of Perl's h . asidim and kept to the high road of biblical and mishnaic Hebrew, medieval poetry, and some Aramaic from the Talmud. As a result, Abramovitsh's Hebrew novels, when they were translated and adapted from his Yiddish originals, never fully succeeded in capturing the vernacular tone of his Yiddish. Sholem Aleichem, who was the master at creating folk voices, had a greater appreciation for the significance and humor of "the language of Megaleh temirin."
26
The synthesis of biblical and rabbinic Hebrew strata was not Perl's greatest accomplishment. By mimicking Yiddish speech, Perl succeeded in imitating the spoken word even more than Abramovitsh later did in Hebrew-and in so doing he anticipated the anti-nusah . of I. L. Peretz and Y. H. Brenner, as well as much of the Hebrew now spoken in Israel. 27 The evolution of Perl's Hebrew style may be followed from his Luah . ha-lev (1813 -16) and his parody of Nahman's stories In 1937 Yosef Klausner summed up the standard view of Perl's mock-h . asidic Hebrew: "To this day, 'the language of Megaleh temirin' is a name for faulty, Yiddish inflected, barbarous language."
28 Yet Klausner doesn't simply accept a pejorative view of the h . asidic style in Hebrew. He reconsiders the usual critiques of h . asidic writing and adds:
The folk language is always different from that of the enlightened, and especially from that of writers. And indeed, much of what there is in the folk language, and which is considered corrupt in the eyes of the enlightened and the authors, after a certain amount of time becomes naturalized and slowly enters the enlightened literary language. . . . Sometimes the corrupt, folk language of the h . asidim is more alive and more natural than the flowery, Enlightenment language. . . . Perl was wrong when he ridiculed and scorned folk Hebrew. That language begs to be cleansed of coarse mistakes and barbarisms that are unnecessary and misplaced; but it should not be entirely suppressed simply because it's not the flowery biblical language. . . . Yet Perl had no notion of a living, folk Hebrew, and because of this he scorned the language of the h . asidim. 29 [Ellipses mine.] From our standpoint, the content of Perl's satire is less important than are the literary effects he achieved by parodying and then transforming h . asidic Hebrew.
Z. Kalmanovitsh, in his 1937 discussion of Perl's Yiddish writings, also comments on Perl's Hebrew style. He claims that it is not really a parody of h . asidic writing, because it accurately emulates it and exaggerates its flaws: "Perl didn't need to think up anything new, he drew from what was already there. In Megaleh temirin, his achievement was that he conveyed this linguistic usage in a concentrated form, suited to the content." 30 Kalmanovitsh adds a sociolinguistic point: "If one may say that Hebrew also lived among the Jewish people before the recent attempt to revive it as a spoken language, it lived in exactly this form of a 'folkloristic' Hebrew, as one could characterize it. And it still [that is, in 1937] sounds this way in the Land of Israel, in the mouths of adults who come from among the Yiddish-speaking communities." 31 Instead of seeing h . asidic Hebrew and "the language of Megaleh temirin" as just corruptions of meliz . ah, then, we can revalue them as more natural, folk expressions of the revival of Hebrew. Lewis Glinert corroborates this view, writing that "the popular style of the Hasidic tales played an essential part in the emergence of the new Hebrew of the Yishuv, sociolinguistically-in terms of creating new social functions for Hebrew and attitudes to it-and ethnolinguistically, in terms of the new actions that Hebrew would per- And because I spoke to the heart of my people, I have told things that are pleasing to the spirit; in order that that every person will read it with ease and without toil, I have written in a pure language that is simple for everyone to understand. And even the things that I have excerpted from our Talmud, here and there I have changed the Aramaic, which was common then in speech, but which is now foreign and strange to people. I have chosen to speak in a Hebrew that all Israel will listen to, and they will understand the words of the sages and the thoughts of their hearts. What I have done is nothing new under the sun. . . . 39 Even before he began to write his parodies of h . asidic speech, then, Perl experimented with a pared-down Hebrew style that deviated from norms of maskilic meliz . ah. He was already moving toward a "low" register and was able to give fullest expression to this when making fun of the h . asidim. At the same time, there are still traces of biblicism-for example, in Perl's use of the words yaGan ki, lemaGan asher, Gata, and in the allusion to Ecclesiastes, ein zeh h . adash tah . at ha-shemesh. 40 An example of quoted speech from Megaleh temirin illustrates the power of Perl's Hebrew. In letter 80, the Rebbe's assistant explains that he decided to eavesdrop on a conversation between the Rebbe and his wife, because he expected high spirituality to resound from the Rebbe's secluded room (beit hitbodedut). And I wanted to hear what our holy Rebbe would talk about with his saintly wife, long may she live. For the things that he talks about with her in his house of seclusion-obviously they are timeless and secret and exalted to the highest heights, because at that time no one is permitted to go there. And I stood near the room for about a quarter of an hour and didn't hear anything. After that I heard our saintly Rebbe, long life to him, say: In my opinion, fifty is enough. And his saintly wife, long may she live, said, You're always stingy just with me. How many people eat and drink at your house, though you get nothing from them? You're not stingy then, but with me you're always stingy. Our Rebbe, long life to him, said, You don't understand it? Of course it has to be that way. I know very well why I'm not stingy about food when they come to my house. Our Rebbe also said, Didn't I promise you no more than fifty? His saintly wife, long life to her, said, What do you mean? You didn't promise me because you haven't known that so much money would come your way. But now that they brought you a lot, why don't you give me at least seventy-five? And our Rebbe, long life to him, said, What can I do with you? You're so stubborn. And I heard him counting out money for her. (31b) The humor of this passage derives from the clash between the assistant's spiritual expectations and the mundane reality of the Rebbe's life. The imperfect Hebrew enhances this effect while conveying the concreteness of an argument over money. Among hints of the implicit Yiddish original is the compound past (lo haita yodeGa for host nit gevust), translated here as "you haven't known" to suggest its awkwardness. The marital dispute sounds quite contemporary, and apart from some of the grammatical mistakes (e.g., ata for at), most of the dialogue could be spoken in Israel today. 41 Soon after Megaleh temirin was published, the young Isaac Ber Levinsohn (later known as "RIBaL") wrote one of the first literary responses: a dialogue called Megaleh sod, in a Hebrew style that somewhat resembles that of Perl's book. Levinsohn sent the short manuscript to Perl, who acknowledged having received it in a letter dated November 17, 1820. Perl praised Levinsohn's text and recommended that Levinsohn expand the work and publish it. 42 For reasons that remain unclear, however, Levinsohn did not add to his dialogue; instead, Perl eventually added three letters and arranged to have the book published in 1830. 43 Levinsohn's Hebrew dialogue is a kind of missing link between Perl's Megaleh temirin and his second novel. Most significantly, Levinsohn moves beyond the epistolary form when he structures his response to Megaleh temirin as a dialogue between h . asidim. The fact that one character is named "Reb Henoch" suggests, in addition, that Levinsohn may be alluding to the plays by Isaac Euchel and Aharon Wolfsohn. The dialogue opens with Reb Hirsh Itsik wondering aloud who wrote Megaleh temirin. Reb Henoch says, "Of course, one of the briyot," probably referring to the maskilim. After Reb Henoch says that his cousin is also a briya, they have this exchange: 
lan).
There is little in Hebrew prose of the time that compares with Levinsohn's creation of what sounds like a colloquial dialogue. The closest precedent is perhaps Aharon Halle-Wolfsohn's Hebrew version of his Yiddish play Laykhtzin un fremelay (1796), which was circulated in manuscript among maskilim but was not published until 1955. 44 Other forerunners were Wolfsohn's dialogues, including "Sih . a be-erez . ha-h . ayim," which was printed serially in Ha-meHassef from 1794 to 1797. . Perhaps the most essential similarity in this line of development-from Wolfsohn, through Levinsohn, to Perl-is the implicit presence of several competing languages, in which the Hebrew conveys the language struggle that is taking place.
45. "Sih . ah be-erez . ha-h . ayim," Ha-meHassef 7 (1794), 1:54 -67; 7 (1795), 2:120 -53; 7 (1796),
Dialogues were a popular genre in Hebrew haskala writing. 46 But apart from their rare plays, authors like Wolfsohn generally wrote stilted dialogues of historical personages, such as Maimonides and Mendelssohn, in the ancient tradition of "dialogues of the dead." It seems that Perl was influenced by Levinsohn and Wolfsohn when he chose to make the dialogue form a central feature of his second book. 47 At about the same time as Perl added his three letters to Levinsohn's dialogue Divrei z . adikim and prepared the manuscript for publication, he wrote Dover Hemet, which was the first draft of Boh . en z . adik. 48 Perl's indebtedness to Levinsohn may be reflected in his recycling of his title-transferring the roots of both words in Divrei z . adikim into the successive, singular titles Dover emet and Boh . en z . adik. Moreover, the overall conception of Boh . en z . adik closely resembles the opening thrust of Divrei z . adikim: in both texts, readers discuss the book Megaleh temirin.
In Perl's Boh . en z . adik, the premise is that Ovadya-the fictional author-plans to become invisible and record everything he hears people (like the characters in Divrei z . adikim) saying about the prior collection of letters he supposedly edited, Megaleh temirin. He knows, however, that he will not be able to write as fast as people talk. Ahead of his time, therefore, Perl has to invent a kind of tape recorder-or voicerecognition software. Ovadya finds a magic writing pad (shraybtafel ) that will take down everything people say. After it is full he will need to erase the pages, so he hires two scribes who "will copy [and translate] them into loshn kodesh." 49 One of the scribes is a descendant of Alexander Shohet, who was a scribe for the Besht for eight years; his son-in-law is often considered to have compiled Shivh . ei ha-Besht. This makes explicit that Perl's scribe will write Hebrew in the h . asidic mode-much like Nathan, when he translates Nahman's oral Yiddish storytelling into Hebrew.
There is a major difference between this literary pretense and that of Megaleh temirin. Like other epistolary novels, Megaleh temirin consists of letters sup-posedly written by the fictional characters. Yet in the most innovative segment of Boh . en z . adik (pages 18 -37 in the first and only edition of this neglected masterwork), the book purports to be a transcription of dialogues. Because the characters in Boh . en z . adik speak Yiddish, we read the Hebrew translation of their oral speech. This conveys what we already know about the h . asidic Hebrew writing of Perl's characters: it is translated from Yiddish. As Kalmanovitsh puts it, the Hebrew version of Megaleh temirin "is built upon a Yiddish foundation." 50 What makes Boh . en z . adik especially interesting is how Perl writes-or pretends to have his scribes write-a Hebrew that he considers adequate to convey oral speech. At a time when maskilic Hebrew was still dominated by biblical meliz . ah, Perl uses the "folkloristic Hebrew" influenced by Yiddish speech as well as by the Hebrew of Shivh . ei ha-Besht and Nahman's works (as written down by Nathan Sternharz). In Boh . en z . adik Perl is less concerned to satirize the h . asidic way of writing Hebrew and more interested in giving the impression of ordinary speech. Long before "nusah . Mendele" pushed beyond the limits of haskala Hebrew, Perl experimented with another way to create lifelike dialogue.
In the beginning of the first argument Perl hears about Megaleh temirin, two characters dispute whether it is "full of nonsense" or "full of hamz . oes":
. Mendl: I read it and it seemed to me that some h . asid wrote it. Why not? I saw some things about a rebbe and they were just the same as rebbes really are. Yehiel Leybush: What are you saying, a h . asid wrote the book? How does such a thing occur to you? (20 -21) As in Divrei z . adikim, the characters wonder who could have written Megaleh temirin. Linguistically, the last phrase is an amusing twist: eikh nofel lekhem zot? is an over-literal translation of the Yiddish vi falt es aykh ayn? In addition, Perl is again making a joke of ambiguity. Mendl argues for the genuineness of Megaleh temirin because, he says, it reflects the true nature of h . asidic leaders. Left unsaid is whether this means that it praises or defames the rebbes. More to the point, this Hebrew dialogue resembles the way people speak-in Yiddish, that is. 55 The opening question parallels the grammar of an implicit Yiddish phrase, hot ir geleynt dos bukh, vos ir zogt az es iz in im nito keyn apikorsus? Later, the Hebrew Gal kapores ani z . arikh zot is based on the Yiddish expression ikh darf es af kapores. This is one of many instances in which Hebrew words were borrowed by Yiddish, took on new folk meanings, and were then imported back into Hebrew. The combination of rhyme and metathesis between apikorus and af kapores adds to the humor.
Fifty years before Abramovitsh returned to Hebrew and developed the socalled nusah . , Perl achieved remarkable results based on a simple mishnaic Hebrew that emulated Yiddish. Instead of flowery language following the Hebrew of the Prophets, we get vibrant speech, stichomythia, and lively dialogue like this conversation in a shop: The final phrase, using the Hebrew haya yodeGa, calques the Yiddish composite past-tense form, hot gevust. Apart from this comic quirk, however, the fictional Hebrew of Ovadya's scribe sounds colloquial and even contemporary. It has aged as well as any other nineteenth-century Hebrew. In the following exchange, Perl saw fit to insert, as an explanatory gloss, the Yiddish expression shlim mazl: Here ÌÏÂÚ‰ ˙ ‡ Ô˜˙Ï both suggests a kabbalistic tikkun Golam and another meaning from Yiddish, in which the oylem means the people, the crowd, or the audience. In accordance with this ambiguity, Itsik refers to the author's pseudo-kabbalistic leanings, which mask his true maskilic goals. The next sentence dispels the ambiguity, tipping the balance toward the concealed meaning by adding that "they want to improve us by force." It may be that Perl's use of the parenthetical words shlim mazl, as a gloss on roGa mazal, reflects his goal of reaching a popular audience. This device also reminds us that the fictional characters are actually speaking Yiddish, no matter how natural the Hebrew may sound. Another suggestion of Yiddish usage lies in the word davka, an Aramaism that came to modern Hebrew through Yiddish. In this respect, using Aramaic to convey the popular level, Perl anticipates a distinctive feature of "nusah . Mendele" as developed by Abramovitsh and Bialik.
Perl created the illusion of a workable vernacular, both by using a mishnaic base and by emulating Yiddish. This is not the style of his own Hebrew letters, but he knew that it was necessary to convey the speech of everyday people. To justify using low Hebrew, Perl pretends that these Yiddish dialogues have been translated by a h . asidic scribe.
In one later dialogue, some people at an inn are arguing with a book peddler who is trying to sell copies of Megaleh temirin: Benjamin: It's really necessary to sell this book, which is full of apikorsus? Obviously it's very important. Avli: Please don't get angry at me. I'm a poor man, and I earn 15 kreutzers on each book. Benjamin: I'll give you 15 kreutzers if you don't carry this horrid thing (hadvar mies ha-zeh) for sale. Avli: I don't know why you're making light of me and want me to take a handout from you. God protect me from taking charity. I earn whatever I need, so far as possible, in an honorable manner, and I don't want to take charity. (32)
